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COMPANY PROFILE



KLARUS is a corporation with a mission focusing on the researches and developments of new technologies.  
Its teams oversees the R&D, production, sales and services of the Klarus branded products.  Established since 
2011, Klarus’ products covers categories such as flashlights, headlamps, bicycle lights and accessories. The 
company headquarter is located in China’s Capital of Technology, Shenzhen, covering over 2,000 square 
metres and has a staff of more than 100 employees.  Klarus is one of the most technologically advanced 
mobile lighting manufacturers in China. 

In the 8 years since its founding, KLARUS, with its innovative R&D team, dedicated sales staff, and a deep 
understanding of the market demands, stands proudly as a leader in the flashlight industry worldwide.

ABOUT US
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Company Image



Klarus has established itself as a industry leading brand.  Not only it is well known in the domestic 
market, but also Klarus products can be found in over 100 countries and regions in the world.

①United States ②Russia ③Germany ④Croatia ⑤Belgium ⑥Estonia ⑦France
⑧Israel ⑨Ukraine ⑩Saudi Arabia ⑪Indonesia ⑫China ⑬Denmark ⑭Finland
⑮Korea ⑯United Kingdom ⑰Sweden ⑱New Zealand ⑲Malaysia ⑳Serbia ... ...

Worldwide Distributors



USA SHOT SHOW

USA National Hardware Exhibition

USA Outdoor Retail Exhibition

Germany Outdoor Show

Germany IWA Outdoor Classics Exhibition

Canada Halifax GuyShow Exhibition

Singapore Milipol Asia-Pacific Exhibition

Asia ISPO Outdoor Exhibition

Beijing CIPATE Police Equipment Exhibition

Asia Outdoor Equipment Exhibition

CMPE International Military Police Equipment 

and Anti-Terrorist Expo

... ...

Global Exhibitions



Available in major camping and hunting stores, KLARUS has created a large following and support to its 
brand in the portable lighting and flashlight industry.  

Sanfo Outdoor

Greenants Outdoor

Black Stone Outdoor

Vafox Outdoor Equipment

Bei Huan Ji Xing Outdoor

Beijing Fei Xiang Ma Outdoor 

Beijing Liandao Outdoor

Beijing YuanChuang Outdoor

Hunan Chang Sha YeLang 

Outdoor

Simple Natural Outdoor

TuCheng Outdoor Equioment

......

Domestic Distributor



Klarus products are the standard issued equipment for military, police, law enforcement, and security 
personnel in many countries around the world.

VIP Clients(International)



VIP Clients (China)
Klarus products are the standard issued equipment for military, police, law enforcement, and security 
personnel in many countries around the world.
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BRAND IMAGE



Research and Development Achievements

Reliable Unique Features
Multiple Patents 

Improved UI
Ease of Operation

High Efficiency
85%-98% Effciency

5 Years 
Warranty

Super Long 
Runtime

Unique Design Circuit  
High Stability

Reflective 
Rate>85%

Compact 
High Performance

Suitable for Use in 
Extreme  Weather 

Conditions

Klarus believes in the principle of “Self control core technology development”. At the beginning of 
the establishment of enterprise, The research & Development Department has been set up.  There 
are over 30 technicians with high skill and talented. All has bachelor degree or above. The core 
engineers has more than 7 years of related working experience. From circuitry innovation to 
hardware manufacturing, from visual design to reliability testing, every process in research and 
application are fully owned by Klarus. The strict quality control gives Klarus an edge over its 
competitors in the global market for flashlight technology dominance.



High performance, safe & reliable    

Advantages

Dual tactical switch pioneer    

Imported US CREE LEDs   

Aerospace grade aluminium alloy material, HA III 
military-grade hard anodization

Superior Performance
LEDs from the globally renowned manufacturer is combined perfectly with an efficient reliable circuitry, reaching a power 
conversion rate range of 85% - 98%; this forms the basis for Klarus flashlights. Klarus flashlights, built from this rock-solid 
foundation, boasts of higher light transmission ratio, longer runtime, better power utilization rate, extreme stable 
constant current output, providing reliable light output in any situation.  A wide input voltage and higher power output 
gives Klarus lights versatile compatibility with different battery types.

High Reliability
Intelligent Temperature Control System (ITS) in real time protects Klarus products against adverse temperatures high and 
low, and adapts easily to extremely harsh environments. 
The circuit, at the heart of the flashlight’s core components, ensures safety, reliability, durability. Circuitry efficiency has 
always been the main focus for Klarus from the beginning. Strict quality control oversees the production of each circuit 
from component purchase to final testing for every flashlight.

Efficient and Reliable Battery
Klarus designs different batteries based on individual requirements, intended usage and environments. Each battery has 
different sizes and function focus, such as cold resistance, increased capacity density, high current discharge capability, 
available in various sizes 16340.
The Klarus 3 layer protection system is always at work to keep you safe: Overheat, Overcharge, Over-Discharge protection.  
Each battery has steel shells augmenting its integral strength, shock resistance, and for the safety of the flashlight user.



Advantages

Ultimate User Experience
Temperature protection and inherent protection system effectively control the internal temperature, protecting the key 
components of LED and increasing user comforts.
Klarus continuously optimize users’ experience and is proud to present:
World’s first dual tail-switch flashlight
World’s first multi-level pressure switch flashlight
World’s first 360° omni-directional switch flashlight
World’s first magnetic USB charging with two side-switches flashlight

Perfect Lighting Experience
Superior optical design, created with high-end components from Europe and USA, ensures reliable operations and 
enables Klarus flashlights have a long range beam with large spill area.  Digital control of both spotlight and floodlight 
creates multi-mode, and multi-level output.  No matter where the lighting is needed, Klarus provides it in a simple, 
intuitive and easy to use tool.

Superior Manufacturing Craft
Professional grade optical glass lenses [tempered glass lenses with anti-reflective (AR) coating] transmits LED output up 
to 97% and above. Aerospace aluminium with HAIII military-grade hard anodization provide the impact resistance 
required for the outdoor environment, increasing reliability of the flashlight.

Perseverance and Innovation 
Klarus believes in the principle of “proprietary core technology development”. The innovative agile dual-switch tactical UI 
and its continuous optimization made KLARUS a dominator in the tactical flashlight world. Creative applications of 
materials, manufacturing processes, and design innovations are continuing the Klarus tradition of meeting head-on the 
challenges of harsh uses.



Over eight years of continuous R&D innovations in products and manufacturing, Klarus has brought 
unprecedented experiences to users and received numerous product patents in the process.

Technological Achievements

Pioneer in dual 
tactical switch

RS11 – Magnetic 
USB charging with 
two side switches 

flashlight

XT10 – World's 
first dual tail 

switch med-sized 
flashlight

X6 - World's 
smallest and 

brightest AAA 
multi-output 

flashlight 

360X3 - World's 
first 360° omni-

directional switch 
flashlight

XT20 - World's 
first dual heads 

and dual switches 
flashlights

X5 - World's 
smallest and 

brightest AAAA 
multi-output 

flashlight 

ED10 - World's 
first multi-output 

remote control 
pressure switch



Technology Patents Dual tactical switch pioneer

360° Omni-
directional Tactical 
Dual Switch

LED Current Control 
Technology

Independent 
tri-switch 

Dual Tail Switch

Professional Optic 
Lenses

Side Lamp Floodlight 
Technology

Magnetic Charging
Three-color Light 
with Adjustable 
Focus Technology 
for Longer Range



Klarus believes in the principle of  “proprietary core technology development”, and has won 
multiple domestic and international awards with its advanced R&D technology, 

Klarus Awards

Reputation and Awards



Klarus XT11 Tactical Flashlight received the “Best Flashlight” award in competition with other market 
leader brands (Surefire, LED Lenser, Streamlight, etc.) when evaluated by Germany’ s famous tactical 
magazine “Tactical”.

Klarus XT11

Awards



Klarus XT2C Tactical Flashlight received the “Best Flashlight” award in competition with 
other market leading brands when evaluated by Germany’ s famous tactical magazine 
“Tactical”.

Klarus XT2C

Awards



The Mummy

Murmur

Westworld

The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay

KLARUS products 
are featured in 
Hollywood’ s 
blockbuster movies 
and TV series 

Appearance in Movies



Klarus, a high-end 
outdoor lighting brand, 
supports and sponsors 
many outdoor activities 
worldwide, especially 
environmental 
protection activities.

Klarus hopes that the 
sporting events will 
spread and pass on the 
passion of exploration, 
persistence and 
environmental 
preservation.  With its 
sponsorships, Klarus 
would encourage its 
users to chase their 
dreams, find and enjoy 
the purity of nature in 
both the cities and the 
countryside.

Corporate Sponsorships
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Requires high output and long beam 
range, rapid response user interface, and 
tactical functions (i.e. tactical switches, 
strike bezels, and strobe function) as a 
force multiplier. Klarus dual tail-switch and 
360° omni-directional switch are specially 
designed for rapid response roles.
Recommended models: 
360X3/360X1/XT21X/XT11GT/XT11S/XT1C

Requires not only need high brightness, 
extended beam range, and long runtime, 
but also filters for colored light.  If the 
different light color can all have long 
range and can switched quickly between 
the colors, the effectiveness will be 
increased. Klarus FH10 is recommended.
Recommended models: 
FH10/XT30R/XT12GT

Military and Law Enforcement
Personal Defense

Hunting

Product

Outdoor flashlights require light with not 
just long runtime, but good close-range 
floodlights as well to survey road 
conditions ahead. If an outdoor flashlight 
has multi-level output, SOS function, and 
lockout function, it will be able to handle 
more challenging and complex 
environments such as hiking, camping, 
emergency and other uses. 
Recommended models: 
HA2C/ST15R/RS80/G20

Outdoor

Requires not only high output to guide 
the search, but also extra long range to 
spot distant dangers. This type of 
flashlight is usually larger in size with 
higher performance. 
Recommended Model: RS80/XT32/G35

Long Range Search & Rescue

Everyday Carry flashlight (EDC), the most 
important requirement is small in size for 
ease of carry for daily or emergency 
situations. It would be ideal if there is 
more than two levels of output (one of 
the modes should include a 
moonlight/low mode) and a side switch 
with lockout function.
Recommended Model: Mi7/XT1C 
2018/Mi6/Mi2

EDC

When riding at night, the flashlight 
requires higher brightness output and 
long runtime.  It should take into account 
both near and far illumination 
requirements. True color rendering is 
required to reflect the actual road 
conditions.
Recommended Model: BK30/RS20/TL1

Cycling



Product Categories

Flashlights Headlamps Camping Light Accessories



360X Series
High Performance 
Professional 
Tactical Flashlight
Military/Security 
Personnel/Law 
Enforcement/Duty
/Defense

XT Series 
Tactical Flashlight
Military/Security 
Personnel/Law 
Enforcement/Duty/P
ersonal 
Defense/Hunting

ST Series 
Common 
Use/Outdoor Lighting 
Flashlight/Daily 
Use/Household 
Use/Outdoor 
Activities/Outdoor 
Sports

Mi Series 
Outdoor EDC 
Flashlight
Daily Carry/Outdoor 
Activities/Travelling/
Hiking/Outdoor 
Sports

F Series 
Professional Hunting 
Flashlight 
Hunting/Search & 
Rescue

P Series 
Tactical Pen 
Flashlight 
Daily Carry/Defense/
Outdoor Sports

G Series 
Extra High 
Performance 
Flashlight 
Outdoor 
Sports/Search & 
Rescue

R Series 
Common Use for 
Outdoor 
Lighting/Daily 
Use/Household 
Use/Outdoor 
Activities

Flashlights



3200 Lumens
82 Hours Runtime
283 Meters Range  

360X3

4000 Lumens
200 Hours Runtime
316 Meters Range

XT21X

3200 Lumens
82 Hours Runtime
283 Meters Range  

XT11X

2000 Lumens
170 Hours Runtime
316 Meters Range  

XT11GT

Military /Law Enforcement/Personal Defense



RS80

XT12GT

FH10

XT30R

Hunting / Exploration

3450 Lumens
430 Hours Runtime
800 Meters Range  

1600 Lumens
200 Hours Runtime
603 Meters Range  

700 Lumens
500 Hours Runtime
500 Meters Range  

1800 Lumens
155 Hours Runtime
820 Meters Range  



ST15R

G10

AR10

Outdoor

1200 Lumens
200 Hours Runtime
260 Meters Range  

1600 Lumens
170 Hours Runtime
250 Meters Range  

1080 Lumens
220 Hours Runtime
153 Meters Range  



Mini One

Mi1C

Mi6

EDC Flashlights（Everyday Carry）

130 Lumens
5.2 Hours Runtime
30 Meters Range  

600 Lumens
144 Hours Runtime
40 Meters Range  

120 Lumens
3 Hours Runtime
40 Meters Range  



HA2C

HC1-R

H1A

Headlamps

3200 Lumens
75 Hours Runtime
141 Meters Range  

300 Lumens
115 Hours Runtime
72 Meters Range  

550 Lumens
127 Hours Runtime
100 Meters Range  



Camping Lights

CL1
LED: High Performance 0.5W 
SMD LED
Max Brightness: 390 Lumens
Runtime: 157 Hours
Range: 18 Meters
Battery: Built-in Li-ion Battery



Accessories

Strike Bezel

Battery Battery Charger Remote Switch

Gun Mount White Diffuser



Klarus has received numerous domestic and international certifications, such as the National Safety & 
Prevention System Product Quality certification which has been highly recognized by the Ministry of 
Public Security of China.

Quality Certifications



Klarus implements a strict quality control system for all steps of the product life cycle: a few examples are R&D, Supply 
Chain, Manufacturing, and Assembly.
Quality Control is implemented for all products from the earliest stage of research and development. The R&D system 
strictly follows ANSI/NEMA FL 1-2009B standard, aerospace level technology, and core components are selected in 
accordance with the ANSI/NEMA FL 1-2009 standard.
Operation temperature range is within -30° to 70°C. Warranty service target rate is ≤3%.
Klarus possess advanced testing equipment, each product goes through 5 full quality inspections before it leaves the 
factory, achieving the highest product quality testing standard in the industry.

Quality Control



Warranty Services

Professional 
Customer Service

5 Years Warranty
 (Free repair)

Nationwide 
Warranty

3‰
 Warranty Rate
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